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Cloud for Government
Cloud is the perfect solution for an industry that relies on constant communication and collaboration between
employees across multiple locations. RapidScale’s Cloud for Government helps your government organization
boost workforce productivity, cut costs, and enhance agility across every sector.

Security

Scalability

Cost Savings

Efficiency

Government entities
rely on having the
highest level of security.
With RapidScale’s Tier
3 Class 1 data centers,
all sensitive information
will remain safe and
secure at all times.

RapidScale’s Cloud for
Government network is
extremely scalable,
which allows government agencies to
respond to rapid and
urgent needs in a timely
and effective manner.

Organizations can pay
for the exact cloud
resources used, allowing your government
agency to take advantage of the cloud
according to your
specific budget.

Experience high performance, scalability, and
availability, and streamline your processes in
all areas. Cloud is the
most efficient way to
respond to operational
requirements.

A Modern, Innovative Government
With modern technologies and emerging trends, government organizations are becoming eager to reshape
operations and services. Cloud for Government can facilitate this process, creating a connected, modernized
and innovative government. In a sector as critical as the government, it’s important for agencies to take this step
into modern computing while working with world-class, reliable cloud computing services like RapidScale’s.

rapidscale.net

The cloud makes it easy to connect employees in the office, in the field, or
across the world. Your users can log into a secure cloud environment from
any device and collaborate on team projects, promoting remote work and
increasing overall productivity.
Cloud computing lets federal, state and local government agencies offer a
variety of self services to citizens. Citizens can access services, request
statuses, monitor energy and water consumption, and more through
Web-based user portals provided through the cloud solution. RapidScale
makes it easy to connect consumers to the services they need.

Cloud Security
RapidScale delivers nothing but the highest quality protection for your data
and information. We have equipped ourselves with the best-in-breed facilities
to hold your sensitive information for safe, encrypted storage in our SAS70,
SSAE 16 Tier 3, Class 1 data centers. Every one of our data centers feature
on-premises security guards, key card protocols, biometric scanning protocols and around-the-clock interior
and exterior surveillance monitor access. Our facilities are engineered to the highest of standards in order to
ensure your business is running 24x7x365.

Cost Efficiency
One of the biggest advantages of the cloud is that it promotes greater optimization of IT resources and greatly
reduces capital expenses and operating costs. Instead of building for maximum capacity, you can purchase
cloud space with RapidScale’s pay-as-you-go model to meet your specific storage needs. With the cloud, you
will never pay more than necessary. RapidScale’s cloud gives you automatic updates as well as eliminates the
headache of hardware refresh.

CloudApps Integration
• Canvas

• Field Squared

• NationBuilder

• QuickBooks

• Basecamp

• AccuFund
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